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PHM516 INDIGENOUS HEALTH AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Required texts:

Recommended text:
- Burbank, V. K, 2011, An ethnography of stress, the social determinants of health in Aboriginal Australia, New York, Palgrave Macmillan

PHM523 HEALTH PROMOTION

Required text:

Recommended text:

PHM526 RESEARCH DESIGN

Required text:

Recommended text:
Nil
PHM536 HEALTH SYSTEMS PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Required text:

Recommended text:
Nil

PHM552 INTRODUCTION TO EPIDEMIOLOGY

Required text:

Recommended texts:

PHM554 PUBLIC HEALTH DECISION-MAKING

Required text:

Recommended text
- Beaver, C. 2003, Health Care Decision-making in the Western Pacific Region, WHO
  (This text is available via Learnline with permission from the author/lecturer)

PHM566 CHRONIC CONDITIONS CONTROL

Required text: There is no set text book for this unit

No single textbook is recommended for this unit. Recommended readings can be accessed through the CDU library, CDU e-journal portal, CDU e-reserve catalogue or through free access on the WWW.
PHM567 FOUNDATIONS OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Required text:
OR

Recommended texts:

PHM592 GLOBAL HEALTH

Required text:  There is no set text book for this unit

Recommended text:

Other helpful resources:

PHM820/840 RESEARCH PROJECT

Required text:  There is no set text book for this course

Recommended texts:

*Highlighted books available in eBooks*